
POPCORN MACHINE INSTRUCTIONS 

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS  

How much will the popcorn machine produce?   

Six ounce premeasured packets will produce six servings.   

Do we have to buy corn, oil and flavorings separately? 

No, the packets purchased from the association contain everything you need: corn, oil, salt and 

flavor.  Be sure to order early! 

 

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS  

Be sure equipment is connected to properly grounded 120 volt power supply with 15 amp circuit.  

1.  Place the popper on a study table and plug it in.  Remember the unit will be hot, so be careful of 

surrounding surfaces. 

2.  Turn on the POWER switch.  The light and the warmer below the base will turn on. 

3.  Turn on the KETTLE switch and wait 4-6 minutes. 

4.  Pour one premeasured pack into the kettle and close the lid down on the kettle. 

5.  While the corn is popping keep the two plexiglass doors slightly open and the metal door tilted out to 

vent steam and catch stray kernels. 

5.  Allow the corn to pop until popping ceases; immediately dump the kettle by lifting the lid to the 

kettle.   Then rotate the handle to the right  of the kettle clockwise and pull down slightly to dump out 

the popcorn. 

6.  Wipe out the kettle with a paper towel. 

7.  Repeat for other batches. 

8.  If you want to keep popcorn warm without popping more right away, turn off the KETTLE switch and 

leave the POWER switch on. 

 

 

 



CLEANING INSTRUCTIONS 

1.  Turn off all switches and unplug the popper.  Allow the unit to cool. 

2.  Remove popcorn from popper and unpopped kernels from the sliding tray. 

3.  Wipe out the kettle with a soft cloth.  

4.  Using a vinegar and water solution, wipe the interior and exterior panels and the tray of the popper.   

5.  Wash the scoop with dish detergent. 

6.  Allow unit to dry. 


